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THE COVID-19 CRISIS
AND CANCELLATION
OF PUBLIC EVENTS
On March 16, 2020, the Blue Metropolis Foundation decided to
cancel its International Literary Festival, set for May 1-6, 2020.
This came just a few days before the public unveiling of the 2020
programming, at a time when 90% of the festival’s expenditures
had either been paid out or committed to. We had lined up 260
activities, invited 345 participants — 32 of whom had booked
flights — and reserved 172 nights in hotels. Our moderators had
begun poring over numerous novels and works to prepare for
their panels and round table discussions.
On March 16, our management team moved swiftly to suspend
printing of the brochure and to rescind expenses. Because the
Foundation is active year-round, the Festival’s cancellation
has no effect on many of our other activities, so our social and
educational programs have gone ahead as planned.
Blue Metropolis has responded to the crisis by finding new ways
— online and through social media — to fulfill its mandate and
promote reading and writing.

The following is an account of the Blue Metropolis Foundation’s
activities in 2019-2020, a year marked by a pandemic that no one
could have foreseen.
Even as we write this report, the public health emergency is still
unfolding.
While the Blue Metropolis Foundation is confident about the
future, it was far from inactive during the pandemic. Here are
just a few new projects and initiatives led by the Blue Metropolis
Foundation in recent weeks, in keeping with our mission to
promote reading and writing—two activities that are, more than
ever, vital tools for student retention and social inclusion. Active
with various educational and social programs throughout the
year, the Blue Metropolis Foundation is proud to announce the
implementation of several major projects.

YOUTH SECTOR
SUMMARY
OUR IMPACT
DESPITE THE CRISIS
195,760 people took part in the Festival, either online or at live events.
Among them were 43,400 children or parents who attended our 20192020 youth programming events in public or online 1.
Initially, 127 activities had been scheduled for the 2020 TD-Blue Metropolis
Children’s Festival.
Nearly 30 of these activities will be rescheduled for the fall,
in public or online.
4 new digital platforms with thematic reading suggestions and
content designed for children.
Writing for the Outdoors, Mental Health & Literature, Window on Germanlanguage Literature, Project M for Self-Esteem (digital version).
More than 10 published articles on youth literature2.

SPONTANEOUS BOOK CLUB
CAMPAIGN, SPRING 2020
More than 845,000 people reached through
theSpontaneous Book Club campaign (print
advertising in Le Devoir and various online
platforms)
Of which 98,000 people, claiming an
interest in reading, were reached through our
campaigns on Google and YouTube
A CTR (click-through rate) of 2.03% on tablets
of Le Devoir readers, and 0.4% on Le Devoir’s
website and social media accounts

6 TD Blue Metropolis Creativity Workshops

THE BLUE METROPOLIS COSY
STORY HOUR

A major campaign to promote reading — 2,107 passionate readers
mobilised by our Spontaneous Book Club

18 hours of Cosy Storytelling on Facebook
Live, in 4 languages

A digital version of Project M for Self-esteem with 3 teaching modules,
free to download, for use in families and classrooms.

24,463 views on Facebook

Activities in hospitals and special-needs schools for children
in Montreal and the South Shore to resume in the fall of 2020, in public
and online.
A new platform for pre-schoolers celebrating Water and Nature and the
return, in the fall of 2020, of the Maritime Series in Varennes, Verchère and
Contrecoeur, in public or online.
245 young participants in our 5 educational programs and more
than 90,000 people reached by the exhibitions and videos generated
by our programs.
Authors from diverse backgrounds and suggested readings
in 4 languages to make culture accessible to all.
A series dedicated to Indigenous authors and storytellers (activities
rescheduled for the autumn of 2020 or to be included in year-long Festival
activities in 2021).
Authors from all over Quebec
 	Number of active participants: views, shares on social media, likes, comments, pages read, participants of the Story
Hour on Facebook Live and rebroadcasts, children in attendance at the TD Blue Metropolis Children’s Festival before
cancellation due to COVID-19.
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Articles and blogs published on the Foundation website and through our partnership with Le Pollen.

142,072 people reached by our social media
advertising campaign
Featuring 22 works by Canadian authors
Highlighting 17 Canadian authors
and 14 illustrators

ACTIVITIES FOR THE
VERY YOUNG AND
THEIR PARENTS WHO
ARE LIVING IN THE
SHADOW OF COVID-19
A SPONTANEOUS BOOK CLUB
TO CHASE AWAY BOREDOM!
On March 16, 2020, Blue Metropolis created a spontaneous Book
Club, providing readers of all ages with an opportunity to come
together virtually and exchange opinions and ideas about their
shared interest: reading. When the Book Club was first launched,
Blue Metropolis gave a number of gift certificates for books to
participants whose choice of reading matter was particularly
noteworthy. Blue Met’s spontaneous Book Club was launched in
partnership with Le Devoir, Librairie Gallimard, Quebec’s network
of independent bookstores (LIQ), and Paragraphe Books, all
engaged in this effort despite the increasingly difficult conditions
under which they are currently working.

BLUE METROPOLIS COSY STORY HOUR

18 DAYS, 18 TALES,
EVERY MORNING AT 10 A.M.,
IN APRIL 2020

In the wake of International Children’s Book Day, which took
place April 2, 2020, Blue Metropolis and its partners were
delighted to present a daily online rendezvous for parents and
children, on Facebook Live: the Blue Metropolis Storytelling
Marathon 10, with 18 authors, 18 tales, each morning at
10 o’clock, starting April 10, 2020.
Children’s authors from Quebec drew young children into the
magical world of tales and stories. From Indigenous legends
to all things enchanted, while not forgetting the ABCs, this
entertaining interlude appealed to the whole family! The tales
read by the authors themselves highlighted, once again, the
variety and richness of children’s literature, in particular
that of Quebec and Canada, and focused on topics that are
in keeping with the values promoted by Blue Metropolis
Foundation.
The Blue Metropolis Cosy Story Hour was presented in
French, English, Spanish and Portuguese! Every episode
was broadcast live on Facebook and remained online for
two weeks after airing.

TD BLUE METROPOLIS
CREATIVITY WORKSHOPS
Always available online, these entertaining activities offer
parents suggestions for fun-filled stories that the whole family
can write and illustrate together. Discover or re-discover them
here: https://bluemetropolis.org/td-creative-workshops/

A CHILDREN’S SERIES FOR THE AUTUMN
Following the reopening of public libraries, certain 2020 activities
of the TD-Blue Metropolis Children’s Festival originally planned
for spring 2020 will be presented this fall, calling on the children’s
authors originally scheduled. That being said, we remain
dependent on the City of Montréal’s library network and the spots
available in each establishment’s programming. It is therefore
important to note that not all of the activities that should have
taken place in libraries in spring 2020 will be presented in the
fall, given the limited availability of such spaces and timeslots.
Alternative digital formats are being considered to enable the fall
2020 presentation of the TD-Blue Metropolis Children’s Festival’s
headlining series, including the Maritime Series and the Read to
Heal Series (the latter being presented in the children’s hospitals,
schools and specialized institutes of the Montréal region).

TWINS STORIES

QUEBEC ROOTS:
STRENGTHENING
COMMUNITIES,
THE PLACE I WANT TO BE
From October 2019 to February 2020, our
contributors visited six English-language
schools in Quebec, presenting writing and
photography workshops for elementary and
high school students. With the teachers’
collaboration, our cultural mediators
encouraged the students to express
themselves on a number of issues that
inspire, concern, or motivate them to take
action. The results of this extensive tour are
available in the form of a book (print and
digital versions) which will be posted on
the Blue Metropolis website in June 2020.

The Mysterious Story of the Twins Next Door… is
an innovative project proposed by Blue Metropolis
Foundation to mark the 50th anniversary of
the Official Languages Act. In a creative and
entertaining way, it explored the potential benefits
and richness of bilingualism. It has brought
together francophone students registered in an
Intensive English program at École Père-Vimont,
an elementary school, and anglophone students in
French Immersion at Courtland Park International
Elementary School. These two groups of students
were divided into mixed teams to create, in tandem,
stories that explored the theme of linguistic duality,
using the story of twins separated at birth. The
stories are illustrated and told in English and
French, with guidance by children’s author Monique
Polak and graphic artist Laurence Dea Dionne. The
bilingual stories and illustrations produced by the
students will be released in the form of a zine that
will be officially launched, in due time, with the
students and collaborators in attendance.
Meantime, the stories will be made available on
Instagram so the public can appreciate the
youngsters’ tremendous creativity, along with the
benefits that come with linguistic duality.

PROJECTS PLANNED
FOR SPRING
AND SUMMER 2020
Despite the cancellation of the 2020 edition of the Festival, the Blue
Metropolis Foundation was able to bounce back and adapt to the
situation, proposing new innovative and digital projects, all linked
to our favourite subject—that is, literature.
In the spring and summer of 2020, while the general lockdown
order was being gradually lifted and that the return to a “normal”
life was on the horizon, it was time to initiate new and engaging
projects.
Here is a look at the work carried out this summer, alongside the
logistical organizing of the fall 2020 rescheduling of Children’s
events planned for the spring, and in addition to the development
of the 2021 Festival program.

“WRITING FOR THE OUTDOORS
WITH BLUE METROPOLIS”
This platform takes up a favourite theme of the Festival (live
programming), which is to say ecology—our relationship with
nature and the living world. The “Writing for the Outdoors with
Blue Metropolis” platform offers reading recommendations for
young and old alike, as well as interviews and blog posts mixing
reflections on nature with the happy, voluntary and beneficial
escapism reading can represent. Complementing this platform is
the “Montréal: Tastes and Splendors” program, which encourages
the public to rediscover iconic Montréal sites, seen through the eyes
and words of local authors.

“MENTAL HEALTH & LITERATURE”
Mental health touches each one of us, either directly or indirectly.
We’re beginning to see the serious effects of COVID 19 on mental
health and psychological wellbeing in the general population.
Social isolation and confinement have increased anxiety in some
people and distress in others. We already knew that reading
fiction promotes empathy (towards oneself and others) and a
sense of overall well-being, and that keeping a journal or writing
your own story can help you make sense of it and find meaning
in what you are experiencing. With the COVID19 crisis, Blue
Metropolis reactivates one of its areas of interest—that of mental
health and well-being. Making use of art therapy and the power
of writing, Blue Metropolis proposes to update its platforms on
reading and writing in relation to mental health. The Foundation
also hopes to present a series of meetings on Facebook Live with
authors and experts whose novels and research deal with anxiety,
depression, homophobia and bullying.

DIGITAL PROJECT M ON SELF-ESTEEM
Always with a view toward working toward better mental health
and greater well-being, the digital Project M on Self-Esteem aims
to create awareness among young people about self-image issues
while working to improve their own self-esteem by drawing in part
on their uniqueness. A series of info sheets proposing fun activities
to do at school or as a family are available for free download via
the Foundation website. These sheets were created in collaboration
with artist Tania Baladi, a long-time in-class Project M facilitator,
and with children’s author Emmanuel Lauzon.
Also on the website: reading recommendations for young people on
a variety of subjects, always with a link to self-esteem and wellness.

READING TO CURE
The Reading to Cure series is offered every year to pediatric wards in Montreal
hospitals and to special-needs schools.
The series is made possible by the generous support of our partner, the Eric T.
Webster Foundation, which in 2018 pledged to fund the initiative for fi ve years.
Here is a brief roundup of events held in 2019, and those that will be announced
at the 2020 TD-Blue Metropolis Children’s Festival.
In 2020, the Reading to Cure series planned to offer 11 activities at 8 institutions
in Montreal and the Montérégie for children with illnesses or disabilities, during
the Festival period (April 27-May 1, 2020).
Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, these activities are being rescheduled for
the fall of 2020. They’ll be held online or in public.
The final decision will be taken with the institutions to best answer their needs.

2019

2020

/ CHU Sainte-Justine (university
hospital centre) hosted 1 activity
/ École Victor-Doré: 3 activities
/ École Joseph-Charbonneau:
2 activities
/ REACH School for Children
(Green Campus): 1 activity
/ REACH School for Children
(Queen Campus): 1 activity
/ Montreal Children’s Hospital:
2 activities
/ Shriners Hospital: 2 activities

/ CHU Sainte-Justine (university
hospital centre)
/ Marie Enfant Rehabilitation
Centre, CHU Sainte-Justine
/ École Victor-Doré
/ École Joseph-Charbonneau
/ Shriners Hospital
/ Montreal Children’s Hospital
/ REACH School for Children
(Green Campus)
/ REACH School for Children
(Queen Campus)

In 2019, the Reading to Cure series
conducted 12 activities for children
at 7 institutions.

2019 FESTIVAL
230 EVENTS IN 17 LANGUAGES
275 ARTISTS, AUTHORS AND HOSTS FROM 25 COUNTRIES
OVER 120,000 VISITS 1
232 ARTICLES AND REPORTS IN THE MEDIA
133 JOURNALISTS (61 PARTICIPATED IN THE FESTIVAL; 72 WROTE ABOUT IT)
BOOK SALES: $60,308*
THE FESTIVAL’S CLIENTELE IS WELL-EDUCATED
(85% ARE UNIVERSITY GRADUATES) AND IS MADE UP
OF ANGLOPHONES (45%), FRANCOPHONES (47%) AND ALLOPHONES (8%)
1

Overall direct and indirect attendance, including visitors to Blue Metropolis Festival (adult and children’s
programming) and to our afﬁliated partners’ exhibitions and activities.

* Sales at the ofﬁcial Festival bookstore (Paragraphe Books), as well as at the Festival’s partner bookstores.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS SINCE 2000
19,050 PARTICIPANTS (STUDENTS AND SENIORS)
926 INSTITUTIONS VISITED (SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY CENTRES)
57 PROGRAMS DEVELOPED
PRESENTED IN 15 OF QUEBEC’S 17 ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS
AND 8 OF CANADA’S 10 PROVINCES

BLUE METROPOLIS FESTIVAL
1 TO MAY 6, 2021
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THANKS TO BLUE METROPOLIS FOUNDATION’S MAJOR PARTNERS WHO SUPPORT THE 2020 FESTIVAL (DESPITE THE COVID-19 CRISIS)
AND OUR 2019-2020 EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL PROGRAMS
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FA M ILLE

